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CYLAB MEMBERSHIP BENEFITS
Corporate Research Center Level
Membership Fee of $500,000 per year for 3 years

CORPORATE RESEARCH CENTER MEMBERS will have access to the following benefits in
accordance with the Standard Terms:
1.
Attendance at CyLab Annual Meeting: Members’ representatives will be welcome to attend
CyLab Annual Meeting. Each member may send up to 2 attendees. Additional attendees will be allowed
solely at CyLab’s discretion.
2.
Participation in CyLab Industry Interest Groups: CyLab members, with the support of CyLab
faculty and staff, may from time to time create and manage interest groups on topics of importance.
Member may participate in any and all CyLab interest groups in existence during Member’s term of
membership.
3.
Access to restricted members-only section of CyLab website: Member will have access to a
private, members-only section of the CyLab website. Faculty and researchers may post papers that have
been accepted for publication (but that will not appear in the literature for several more months) to this
section of the website. In addition, from time to time certain Carnegie Mellon faculty and graduate students
working on CyLab research projects will use this section of the web site to post slides from presentations
on their research and, when appropriate, additional material, including code they have written and tools
they have developed (as discussed in paragraph 5 below).
4.
Access to webcast seminars: Member will have access to any and all live and/or archived
seminars made available by CyLab to members at all levels.
5.
Access to certain reports/tools: Member is hereby granted an Internal Use License to use certain
CyLab reports and/or tools made generally available by CyLab, in its discretion, to members at all levels,
during the time Member is in Good Standing. Such CyLab-developed reports/tools are anticipated to
include: (a) annual reports issued by CyLab, which can vary from time-to-time but may include an Insider
Threat Guide, State of the Art in Software Assurance report, Privacy Policy Trends Report, and Regulatory
Compliance Guide, and (b) selected work product of CyLab’s Industry Interest Groups, which may vary
from time to time but could include things like a Secure Software Development Tools Course and/or
System Quality Requirements Engineering (SQUARE) Methodology and Tool.
6.
Acknowledgment of membership; Visibility on CyLab website, and associated research center
website (.e.g. CyLab Biometrics Center website), promotional materials, and sponsored events: Member
may list in its publications and/or on its web site that it is an Industrial Affiliate Member of the CyLab
research consortium operated by Carnegie Mellon University.
7
Internal-Use License to Results of CyLab Projects. From time to time, CyLab will post on its
web site information regarding CyLab projects along with a listing of CyLab Intellectual Property created
and available for licensing under such projects (“Project Results”). During the term of Member’s
Agreement, Member is hereby granted an Internal-Use license to any and all such Project Results.
8.
Member is entitled to the following research benefits during each year of membership. CyLab
will use 65% of Member’s annual Membership Fee (the “Designated Funds) to fund the following benefits
within a particular CyLab center chosen by Member:

a.

Sponsor a significant research project thrust (“Thrust Project”) in an area designated by
Member at a particular CyLab center (e.g. CyLab’s Biometrics Center). The selected CyLab
center will be referred to in this document as the “Designated Center.” A major research
thrust will be designated by Member which will be the main theme for this Thrust Project.
Thrust Project activities may include any data collection, analysis, algorithm development
and special computer systems setup for data transfer (secure FTP etc.). Note: If Member
requests that its entire 65% portion of its Membership Fee be used to fund the Thrust
Project, then Member will not receive the benefits listed in paragraphs 8(c) and 8(d) below.

b.

Member is entitled to receive a non-exclusive, royalty-free, commercial use license to any
IP generated from the Thrust Project that is created by the Designated Center personnel
using the Designated Funds. If Member was previously a CyLab Member at lower level,
and if the Thrust Project incorporates and/or is a derivative of CyLab Project Results to
which Member has an internal use license per its prior CyLab membership agreement, then
Member is also entitled to receive a non-exclusive, royalty-free, commercial use license for
such Project Results, provided that: (i) such Project Results are then-available for
commercial licensing; and (ii) any and all Carnegie Mellon faculty involved in the creation
of the applicable Project Results agree in writing that Carnegie Mellon may grant such
commercial license to such Project Results. The granting of any commercial licenses
pursuant to this paragraph shall be done under a separate written confirmatory license
agreement issued by Carnegie Mellon in accordance with its then-current licensing terms
(which shall, at a minimum: (i) have a limited term and cover a defined field of use; (ii)
require Member to pay for 50% of any intellectual property protection costs applied for
and/or obtained by Carnegie Mellon for the licensed intellectual property; (iii) require
Carnegie Mellon’s written consent to sublicense, except to Sponsor’s direct customers; and
(iv) include disclaimers and indemnification for the benefit of Carnegie Mellon).

c.

Member may elect to be designated as a significant sponsor of (up to one (1) per
membership year under this Agreement) of any conference and/or workshop operated by
Member’s Designated Center (e.g., the ROBUST conference). As a significant sponsor,
Member will have its corporate logo displayed in relevant advertising material.
d. Member may elect to have a Designated Center representative attend with Member an
external conference(s) of joint interest to Member and the Designated Center. The
available Designated Center personnel, the location and the duration of such conference
participation is subject to the mutual agreement of Member and the Designated Center.
Note: under this benefit, conference participation by Designated Center personnel may not
exceed a total of [ten (10) days], including travel time, during any given membership year
under this Agreement.

9.

Education-related benefits:
a.

Guaranteed seats for two (2) Member employees enrolled in executive education offerings.
From time to time, CyLab develops and offers short courses, symposia, and workshops to
address the broad set of skills, expertise, and knowledge required by Chief Security Officers
(CSOs) and Chief Information Security Officers (CISOs), as well as for other “C-Level”
corporate positions. These short, high-impact programs are typically in great demand and are
frequently over subscribed. Member will be granted a 25% discount on the registration fees the
CyLab normally charges for its courses. In addition, Member will be guaranteed the
opportunity to purchase up to four (4) seats in every CyLab offering (though if Member
confirms to Carnegie Mellon that it does not intend to purchase some or all of these 6 seats for a
particular course offering, Carnegie Mellon may make those seats available to others).

b.

Visiting Partner’s Representative at CyLab for One Month: A partner is welcome to place one
of its employees as a visiting representative at CyLab for up to one (1) month. To exercise this
benefit, a partner makes a formal request to CyLab, and must receive CyLab’s formal approval.
Approval would be subject to scheduling considerations and space availability..

c.

10.

Reduced Price on Training Courses Offered by the Computer Emergency Response Team
(CERT) Coordination Center (CERT/CC): The CERT/CC offers courses for managers and
technical personnel in areas such as creating and managing computer security incident response
teams, responding to and analyzing security incidents, and improving network security.
Member will be granted the rate charged for U.S. Government agencies, which is approximately
equivalent to a 20% discount on the registration fees CERT/CC normally charges private sector
entities for its courses.
Indemnification. Notwithstanding anything to the contrary in Section 8.c. of the Standard Terms
the indemnification terms in Section 8.c. of the Standard Terms shall apply to this Corporate
Research Center level membership.

